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Queer Dreams and Female Fantasy:

BL as an LGBT Space in East Asia

I. Introduction

Boys’ Love (BL), also known as yaoi, is a genre originating in Japan that focuses on

male-male homosexual romance; the Chinese variant and subgenre of BL is known as danmei.

As one might guess by the successful growth of a Chinese subgenre, BL enjoys popularity both

transnationally in East Asia and on a global scale. While the genre is defined by its queer

romances, BL has come under debate over whether it is a socially positive or negative force for

its participants and subjects: namely, straight women and queer individuals. In this paper, I seek

to investigate BL as a genre to assess the scope and alignment of its queer influence. Though

there is much to be said for BL as a global pop culture force, this genre analysis will be centered

around East Asian queer discourse and experiences, specifically Japan, China, and the Chinese

transnational sphere, such as Taiwan and Hong Kong. I will first examine the core demographics

involved in the production and consumption of BL. Then, I will survey the general state of queer

representation in BL media by analyzing common elements among the genre, as well as address

exceptions to these rules. Thirdly, building from this cultural investigation of both participants

and content, I will delve into critique of the genre at large. Finally, I hope to offer an insight on

where BL stands as a queer social presence and where it may be headed in the future.

II. Background & History

First, it is prudent to delve into a brief background on the genre. BL’s origins as a distinct

genre can be traced back to Japan. BL can be used to refer to both original and derivative works
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depicting male-male homosexual love stories; Japanese fandom for manga and anime gave rise

to a market for these romances featuring favored characters; these derivative works include

homoerotic literature and artwork of male characters from manga and anime, produced and

consumed by fans in the form of dojinshi (fanmade manga) and artwork. However, the primary

focus of this paper will be referring to the large swath of original BL works (McHarry, 183-4).

Original BL manga emerged as a subgenre of shojo (girl’s) manga in the 1970’s as more female

artists entered the shojo market, and rose to great popularity within that space (Welker, 841-2).

Nowadays, Japanese BL media includes a wide range of mediums, such as anime, video games,

audio CDs, and manga (McHarry, 184).

Meanwhile, danmei grows as an offshoot under the larger BL umbrella, and exhibits

many similarities to BL in Japan. In existing literature, danmei can be used interchangeably with

BL when discussing in the Chinese context (Feng, 4). However, while I will be using BL to refer

to the genre at large and will specify Japan or China-specific discussion, there are some

differences between Chinese danmei and Japanese BL that first warrant consideration. The

development of danmei as a distinct subgenre of BL as a whole occurred in China and the

transnational Chinese-speaking sphere, such as Hong Kong and Taiwan (Yang 7, Feng 4). BL’s

aforementioned growth in popularity during the 1970s in the shojo market continued to rise until

its manga spread across borders into Taiwan and then China in 1991 and 1992. Since the shojo

market was heavily influenced by the tanbi “aestheticism” movement, Chinese fans adopted its

Mandarin equivalent, danmei, to name their imported BL genre (Feng, 4).

However, unlike the BL industry in Japan, danmei does not have as many connections to

official, published mediums - in fact, it is illegal for danmei authors to publish their work. In

2018, prominent author Tianyi was sentenced to a decade in prison for publishing her novel
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Occupy, as Chinese officials accused such homoerotic works as being obscene (Wang). While

danmei enjoys dedicated popularity online, host sites for these works often struggle with

government censors pressuring them to ban these queer stories (Zhang). Even when media giants

such as Tencent pick up titles for prominent television adaptations, the narratives are typically

scrubbed free of any gay content and converted into tales of platonic friendship (Wang).

Nonetheless, danmei is included under the BL umbrella due to its shared history and similarities

in content and demographics and involves quite a large and active community, and as such

deserves a place in the conversation when considering the rise of BL as a whole in East Asia.

III. Demographics - Who Participates in BL, and Why?

As mentioned, one of the unifying elements across BL are the demographics involved.

Much existing literature points to heterosexual women as the primary producers and consumers

of BL, though some make note of an authentic queer presence in the market (Feng 5, Yang 3,

Welker 842-3). First, we will focus on the visible majority of BL participants: heterosexual

women.

In Japan, these dedicated female fans of BL often refer to themselves as fujoshi, meaning

“rotten girls.” Fujoshi occupy a visible presence in Japanese media consumption, their avid love

for BL incentivizing bookstores and magazine racks across the country to carry queer manga and

novels. It is estimated that there are over 500,000 regular Japanese yaoi readers, and Tokyo’s

largest bookstore, Kinokuniya, even held a BL manga fair on its main floor in 2002 (McHarry,

184).

Despite popularity and commercial recognition, fujoshi are still set apart as distinct from

the conventional, and in their very name embrace their own “rottenness” and deviation from the
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socially acceptable. It is not simply the homosexual content fujoshi consume that mark them as

socially deviant, but their exploration of female sexuality not strictly limited by male-female

expectation and roles. While they may not always operate under the same moniker, danmei fans

and writers participate in the genre for these same reasons, often citing the break from traditional

gender expectations in sexual and romantic exploration as a primary allure (Feng, 4-5).

It is, in fact, the very absence of the woman in BL that allows for a female exploration of

romantic and sexual fantasy unrestricted from fixed gender identities (McLelland, 12). As such,

women enable themselves to explore their own sexuality in a freer context than male-female

romance, using the male subjects in BL as receptacles of their own desire in an environment

without the same restrictions.  Thus, even when not queer themselves, fans of BL subvert a

dominant heterosexual framework to carve a space for women to indulge in their own sexual and

romantic desires, liberated from gender constraints.

However, there is still a queer presence in BL spaces. Though the most visible

demographic amongst BL fans and creators are straight women, there are also queer participants

amidst the throng who are either open about their identity in fandom spaces or prefer to remain

closeted. Japan, China, and the transnational Chinese sphere are still heteronormative societies,

and the very homophobia that limits queer romance to exist in contested internet spaces, or

segregated out of mainstream media to be seen only in a genre presumably for heterosexual

consumption, also pressures queer individuals to remain silent about their sexualities (Feng, 6).

For this reason, it is impossible to gain a fully accurate scope of BL demographics and assess

how much involvement queer people truly have in BL spaces. However, we can consider what is

currently known about LGBT participation in BL.
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One element that has allured some queer individuals to BL is gender nonconformity. In

his paper “Beautiful, Borrowed, and Bent: “Boys’ Love” as Girls’ Love in Shôjo Manga,” James

Welker combines lesbian theory with a deeper examination of classic BL titles to assess the draw

of BL to Japanese lesbians. He concludes that the bishonen “beautiful boy” protagonists appeal

to and resonate with Japanese lesbians due to their androgyny and gender nonconformity, both in

presentation and relationship dynamics. Rather than adhere strictly to societal gender norms,

many of these bishonen present androgynously, and often the bottom of the romantic pair acts

more softly and “femininely” in the relationship (Welker 842, 866, Yang 9). For Japanese

lesbians, these characters’ relationships with gender both resonated with their experiences and

allowed them a literary space to question and explore their own gender identities (Welker, 866).

Figure 1 A scene from Thomas (Hagio [1974] 1995) illustrating the androgynous presentation of bishonen

characters.

The other - perhaps more obvious - draw of BL is its existence as one of the only

available representations of homosexual relationships. Members of the Japanese lesbian
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community found that similar to the resonance and space provided to question gender identity

was the opportunity to explore sexual identity. For instance, lesbian activist Oe Chizuka explains

that she was drawn to BL manga due to the lack of female-female representation in mainstream

media, and that she “really identified with or saw [herself] in [manga] works” (Welker, 843).

Another lesbian activist, Mizoguchi Akiko, reports that the emergent BL comics of the 1970s

had a heavy influence in the formation and discovery of her sexual identity (Welker, 843). By

being able to inhabit narratives beyond the standard heterosexist roles and expectations, readers

are also able to explore their own queer sexual and romantic desires. BL magazines such as June,

Allan, and Luna would publish editorial and reader-submitted content consisting of descriptions

or confessions of female-female desire, “sometimes tinged with fantasy, sometimes with sadness

and accompanied by an appeal for understanding or solidarity” (Welker, 857).

This additional layer of queer participation and allure exists across BL spaces beyond

Japan, and applies to danmei communities as well. Reader comments posted on Jinjiang, a major

host site for danmei works, as well as ethnographic interviews with fans reveal similar

sentiments - that danmei attracts readers because it allows them the space to enjoy queer media

without being obligated to confess gender identity or sexual orientation (Feng, 6). Furthermore,

these interviews also revealed a mix of genders in danmei readership beyond just women, and

that some identify as queer - though as previously mentioned, this kind of demographic

information is rarely disclosed online. Though these queer fans sometimes criticize danmei

works as “too unrealistic,” some also point to danmei as a formative part of discovering their

own sexuality, and others consider it compensation for a lack of “real queer literature” that “does

not exist” in China (Feng, 6). In these comments and testimonials, one can observe a common

thread with the statements of the Japanese lesbian activists and fans: that BL provides a space
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transgressing mainstream, heteronormative sensibilities in which participants can resonate with

queer representation and explore their own gender and sexual expression.

IV. Surveying Representation

But what does such representation look like? While BL’s representation has resonated

with queer fans, there are still those aforementioned fans who also claim it too unrealistic, as

well as other critical assessments from members of the queer community we will explore in

Section V. It is prudent to investigate the frequent features of how these queer romances are

portrayed in order to get a clearer picture of why there exists such multitudes in its reception. We

have already reviewed the frequency of bishonen characters and how this was appealing to some

LGBT audiences due to the queering of gender. Now, it is time for a closer look at common

elements in the BL genre at large before delving into the mixed reception it faces. First, we will

examine popular tropes and expectations across BL.

One common aspect across much of BL are the presumed roles in the male-male

relationship. While BL is a space beyond traditional heterosexual relationships, there are still

expected dynamics within the depicted relationships that are linked with gender presentation.

The prominent binary of relationship roles in BL consists of the seme (known as gong in

Chinese, the attacker) and uke (shou, the receiver) (Yang, 9). Essentially, the seme is the top of

the relationship and the uke the bottom. This means that the active seme will be the dominant

pursuer of the uke, who receives his affections as a more passive force. While the seme and the

uke both look young and beautiful, the uke is usually depicted as an effeminate younger boy,

often physically shorter and weaker than his seme. These roles are typically fixed and

nonreversible, though fans might offer their own interpretations in derivative works (Yang, 9).
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As such, even though the traditional male and female roles of heteronormative fiction may not be

directly present in BL media, there still exists a fixed active-passive relationship dynamic, often

with feminine signaling in the passive role.

In addition, despite the homosexual romance that defines the very genre and resonates

with queer fans, another feature of BL is a frequent distance from gay identity. As Jin Feng

writes, “a danmei hero thus loves a man not because he is gay; he simply disregards heterosexist

norms in his pursuit of true love” (Feng, 6). In this sense, rather than necessarily lifting up the

existence of gay people, BL lauds an “absolute love” that transcends gender and sexuality.

Essentially, the characters involved are not gay, they simply engage in homosexual activities and

disregard expectations of identity.

A similar sentiment can be found in East Asian discourses on queer theory, specifically in

the denouncement of generic Western queer theory for its identity-based focus. Hong Kong

activist-scholar Chou Wah-shan asserts that in Chinese societies, same-sex attracted individuals

organize their lives in a socio-centric way based on Confucian family values. Thus, Chinese

societies are essentially non-homophobic due to their supposed tolerance of homosexual

behavior, so long as one maintains consideration of extant sensibilities and does not identify as

“homosexual” - a notion he regards as inherently Western and individually selfish (Engebretsen

et. al, 6-7). These sentiments might be a possible cultural context or connection to the genre’s

tendency to distance its homosexual romances from having queer characters who consciously

identify as such. However, tension does arise between this supposed narrative of tacit toleration

and divorce of homosexual behavior/homosexual identity with the ongoing history of censorship

struggles that danmei media faces especially. Even when such stories do not claim concrete

identities, danmei web publications face a litany of censorship pressures from the Chinese
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government, which names homosexual content as “explicit” and thus inappropriate to be shared

(Zhang). Nonetheless, narrative avoidance of concretely gay characters is a prevalent trope

across the BL umbrella.

Another common trope in BL is a general disregard towards consent in the relationship

between seme and uke. Dubiously consensual or even outright nonconsensual sexual activity is

not uncommon in BL, though any criminality is rarely addressed. Rather than stemming from the

seme’s disruptive sexual or violent desires, sexual assault is often framed as an uncontrollable

love for the uke. The seme may restrain the uke with varying degrees of physical violence, and

the uke might cry for him to stop. In the aftermath, the assault is narratively rewarded - the uke

gradually becomes aware of the seme’s deep love and falls in love in return (Nagaike, 95).

Take for example the anime Love Stage!!, originally published as an ongoing manga

series in 2010. Successful actor Ryoma fell in love with aspiring mangaka Izumi when they were

both children filming an ad together in which Izumi had to crossdress as a girl, though he always

identifies as a man throughout the show. Ryoma mistakenly believes Izumi is a girl when they

reunite, still smitten with him. The show follows the two of them as Ryoma grapples with gay

panic after the truth comes to light, but relentlessly pursues Izumi anyways as he decides that it

does not matter if the subject of his affections is a boy (Yokote). We can see already see a

prevalent trope  - this is a clear example of a character, rather than experiencing a sexual

awakening or already identifying as gay, instead assuming heterosexuality and deciding to

pursue an “absolute love” regardless of gender.

During one of Ryoma’s earlier insistences on shedding his love for Izumi, he chases and

holds him down in an attempt to inspect his body to remind himself that Izumi is a boy and

therefore he should not be attracted to him. However, this backfires spectacularly. Ryoma is
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instead overwhelmed with the sensual sight of Izumi disheveled, blushing, and crying beneath

him - the emblematic vision of an effeminate, passive uke. Ryoma’s affection overtakes him and

he begins kissing and molesting Izumi as Izumi demurely begs him to stop (Yokote). This is not

framed as a violent or particularly invasive act, instead, the two are bathed in soft lighting and

beautiful colors as this occurs. Ryoma’s actions are not portrayed as disturbing either, as we can

see the excuse that it was simply an uncontrollable moment of love and affection. Though the

show does depict Ryoma feeling guilty about it later, Izumi quickly forgives him in the next

episode, and he is narratively rewarded as Izumi actually lets him even closer into his life

(Yokote).
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Figure 2 A sexual assault scene from Love Stage!! (Yokote) in which the focus is on Izumi as a passive, beautiful

object being acted upon by Ryoma, whose body becomes a shroud of soft, romantic colors once he is overtaken by

his affection for Izumi.

However, while this is a survey of common elements to build a general understanding of

the genre’s content, to gain a fuller scope of the nuance involved in BL’s reception, some

consideration must also be given to the diversity within the genre and subversive works

acknowledged. Though it is helpful to learn tropes and develop a general idea of the genre, there

are a plethora of BL works out there and as such, there is also variation and subversion of said

tropes. For example, the original anime Yuri!!! On Ice rose to international attention in 2016, in

part due to its subversion of popular BL tropes. The anime follows professional figure skater

Yuri as he seeks to rebuild his skating career after a terrible loss with the help of world renowned

figure skater, Viktor, who has decided to coach him (Kubo).

While both Yuri and Viktor are depicted as beautiful, gender nonconforming individuals,

neither one is clearly cast as more feminine or masculine than the other; when Yuri does openly

embrace femininity in his presentation as part of his skating routine, it is done inspired by a

previous program Viktor performed that also blurred gender lines (Kubo). Additionally, it is this

program that serves as the first major subversion of the fixed seme-uke binary - previously,

Viktor seemed to play the active role in flirting with Yuri. The skating routine is originally

supposed to tell the tale of a charming playboy who relentlessly seeks the affection of a young

woman before breaking her heart. Yuri struggles with this interpretation as it becomes apparent

he does not fit the role (Kubo).
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Figure 3 A scene from Yuri!!! On Ice (Kubo); Yuri listens to Viktor explain his past performance. After hearing

about Viktor’s gender nonconformity, he eagerly picks this costume and incorporates feminine elements into his

program.

Figure 4 A scene from Yuri!!! On Ice (Kubo); Yuri decides to embody a seductress pursuing a playboy.

However, after being inspired by recalling a past androgynous performance by Viktor,

Yuri decides to flip the script and embody the young woman instead - except this time, it is the

woman who seduces the playboy. At this moment, he also flips the scripts on viewers as well -
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with his skating performance, he actively seeks Viktor’s attention and succeeds. Yuri feels this

direction “is a lot closer to how [he] feels,” and nails the program; Viktor is drawn in to the point

of becoming his permanent coach for the season (Kubo). This turn of events sets the dynamic for

the rest of the show, in which both parties seek the others affections and are sought after in turn.

The show acknowledges the gender dichotomy underlying the seme-uke dyad, where the active

role is assigned to the more masculine seme and passive to the feminine uke, and initially sets

viewers’ expectations as Viktor pursuing Yuri. However, with this development Yuri both

embraces gender nonconformity - inspired by Viktor’s own presentation - while also

participating as an active force in their budding relationship, turning it into a blurred give and

take. Not only that, but the gender influence that inspires him to be a more active force is

feminine - a complete turnaround of heterosexist roles. By breaking the seme-uke binary, Yuri!!!

On Ice subverts gender expectations not only on a physical level, but on a cultural, interpersonal

one as well.
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Figure 5 A scene from Yuri!!! On Ice (Kubo); Yuri, now in his androgynous skate costume, muses on who he is

putting on this seductive performance for as he looks to Viktor in the stands.

V. Critique

Now with a general understanding of both common content and an awareness of some

plurality within the genre, we can investigate the mixed critique surrounding BL. As described

previously, BL fans and creators in China grapple with legality battles as publishing danmei

novels physically is banned with hefty penalties. While the Internet is increasingly becoming a

core part of the process of cultural production and consumption, thus opening up new effective

paths for distribution and community spaces that are more difficult for the Chinese government

to regulate, it is not impossible (Kong, 37). These legal grey area online spaces for digital

publication of danmei novels and works receive pressure from the government to censor queer

content due to accusations of obscenity and moral danger to Chinese society (Wang, Zhang).

Additionally, BL faces a complex reception amongst queer communities as well.

Previously, I had detailed much of the affirming experiences BL provides for some queer

individuals. These included feelings of being seen and represented by BL’s gender

nonconforming bishonen engaging in same sex relationships and serving as validating examples
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for discovering one’s own gender and sexuality. However, these are not the only queer

experiences to consider when evaluating BL as a positive or negative force for LGBT East Asian

individuals. The main criticisms leveled against BL involve the demographic makeup and tropes

previously discussed, as some point out how they underlie objectification - and with it,

heterosexist norms and the harms it brings.

One of the chief concerns surrounding BL is the majority demographic of straight

women, who are mostly drawn to BL as a media space in which they can carve a space outside of

the heteronormative framework - in which they are the objects of the male gaze - to explore their

own amorous desires. While BL promotes female sexual agency by disrupting prevailing

heterosexual expectation, it is not completely separate from that hegemonic ideology. Though

participants in BL may agitate heterosexual convention through explorations of sex and romance

beyond directly gendered roles and expectations, BL’s existence as a fundamentally queer social

presence remains in challenge due to the sweeping amounts of straight women creating and

engaging with BL as a way to satiate their own desires for men. BL novelist Kaori Kuramito

expresses that for fujoshi, BL is “a place where the gaze of men and society doesn't exist, and

where they themselves—always the objects of that gaze—don't exist either” (Hori, 6).

However, such an escape from the male gaze may come at the cost of swapping one

marginalized identity for another - amongst the queer community, there are gay men who feel

that they have become the sexual objects. Tropes such as the fixed seme-uke roles with clear

gender signaling that assigns activity to masculinity and passivity to femininity reinforce that

there needs to be a masculine and a feminine figure in every relationship. Moreover, it is a direct

transposition of the active male/passive female heterosexist expectation in mainstream media

that led many straight women to BL in the first place.
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Additionally, the aforementioned frequent, narratively-rewarded sexual assault built

directly off gendered expectations of the seme-uke binary can also be seen as a perpetuation of

heterosexist ideas. Masculine seme figures are active seekers of sexual and romantic pleasure and

thus cannot help themselves from assaulting feminine uke characters, who passively receive the

assault; in the end, there is no lingering blame or guilt, and it is often seen as a positive force for

relationship growth. This also seems like a transposition of the heterosexist idea that men cannot

be blamed for sexual assault as they are naturally active pursuers of sexual pleasure, and that

women are meant to simply take what they are given as passive objects of male desire.

Due to these stark similarities between traditional heterosexual media and BL - in which

gay men now function as the objects of heterosexual voyeurism instead of women - some queer

community members feel that BL is still overall an alienating heterosexual presence. In 1992,

gay activist Sato Masaki spoke out against fujoshi and sparked a long-running debate about BL

in the Japanese feminist magazine Choisir. For Sato, BL and its readers were “violently

co-opting the reality of gay men and transforming it into their own masturbatory fantasy”

(McHarry, 186). In response to these types of claims, fujoshi have insisted that “real gay men and

[BL] have nothing to do with each other” (Hori, 12). As discussed previously in this paper, this

mentality seeking to divide reality and fiction is also present within the medium itself, in which

the male characters often clarify to their lovers “I'm not gay or anything. I just love you because

you're you” (Hori, 13).

However, the insistence on dividing reality and fiction does not distance straight BL fans

from queer politics so much as it further articulates the issue at hand - that straight BL

participants often use male homosexuality as a tool for their own desires while simultaneously

ignoring the realities of gay men. Male homosexuality exists only as an exploratory device for
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sexual fantasy, and the reality of queerness as an identity or experience is actively avoided. In

search of their own liberation, many BL fans swap gay men into the very marginalized position

they are trying to free themselves from. Similar to how women are beheld in the patriarchal eye,

gay men become merely the objects of the female gaze; most BL participants commonly reduce

gay men to sexual tools to map their own desires onto, rather than celebrate them as subjects of a

proudly queer narrative.

VI. Conclusion - Positive/Negative Social Force?

Considering both the potential resonance and harms BL offers for East Asian queer

communities, it is difficult to judge the genre as a force wholly to the benefit or detriment of

LGBT rights. There are lived experiences from queer individuals attesting to both; while there

exists objectification and ideas that distress some individuals and perpetuate heterosexist systems

of oppression, there are also others who find genuine solace and solidarity in the ways in which

BL breaks away from tradition and offers them a space to embrace who they are amidst

heteronormative societies. Additionally, while there are common elements that can be addressed,

BL is not a single monolith - within it exist works that do address and subvert these tropes, such

as Yuri!!! On Ice. As such, it seems reductive to boil BL down to only its benefits or detriments

in a binary morality call.

So why should we? Rather than judge whether BL is an all-positive or all-negative force,

I propose assessing it in its nuanced entirety. Critiques and calls to action regarding frequent

heterosexism can also coexist with appreciation for the media and online spaces queer

individuals can find within BL. One experience does not erase the other; they stand as testament

to the complexity of BL as a genre. Transgressive, adherent, comforting, distressing, hopeful,
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harmful: throughout the course of this paper, I’ve discovered each of these characterize the genre

in some way or another.

Even the future of BL contains multitudes - on the one hand, danmei titles nowadays are

being picked up by large media companies, such as Tencent, to be adapted into large scale

television dramas, movies, anime, manga, drama CDs, and more. On the other, such adaptations

are often scrubbed of their gay content and converted to platonic friendships instead (Wang,

Romano). However, queer subtext still slips past censors onto the screen, such as in the case of

prolific danmei series The Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation, in which the popular live action

drama adaptation - The Untamed - includes intimate moments that hint at its romantic roots

(Romano). While they are censored heavily in the process, stories queer at their roots are being

told on larger screens, and participation is thriving (Yang, 5). If anything can be said for the

future of BL, it is that it persists through both external censure and internal baggage to do what it

does best: offering a space - though complex and conflicting - where queer dreams are possible.

Figure 6 Lan Wangji and Wei Wuxian, main couple of The Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation, share a tender

moment in The Untamed (Yang).
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